Butte Humane Society Clinic
Canine Well Adult Package

A package that focuses on prevention and early detection for the health of your adult dog!

Package Includes

- Veterinary Exam
- Well Adult Canine Blood work/Lab Panel that includes heartworm testing
- 10% Discount on Vaccines and dental procedures for 1 calendar year after package purchase**

ALL FOR $282.00!**

**This pricing is only available when purchasing this package as a whole. Individual items may be purchased at the normal cost. Package must be paid for in full at the time of purchase. Package price is non-transferable and refunds will only be given less any services used at the normal cost. Promotional discounts expire 1 calendar year from the date of purchase. Cannot be combined with any other promos or discounts.
Butte Humane Society Clinic
Feline Well Adult Package
A package that focuses on prevention and early detection for the health of your adult cat!

Package Includes

- Veterinary Exam
- Well Adult Feline Blood work/Lab Panel that includes urinalysis
- 10% Discount on Vaccines and dental procedures for 1 calendar year after package purchase**

ALL FOR $272.00!**

**This pricing is only available when purchasing this package as a whole. Individual items may be purchased at the normal cost. Package must be paid for in full at the time of purchase. Package price is non-transferable and refunds will only be given less any services used at the normal cost. Promotional discounts expire 1 calendar year from the date of purchase. Cannot be combined with any other promos or discounts.